As summer draws to a close, educators, parents, and students alike all begin to anticipate going back to school. Whether you’re getting your classroom ready or weeding your library’s collection—there’s a lot to prepare for.

Discover activities, classroom icebreakers, and other resources to help ease you back into a new school year in this month’s World Book Wired.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Create a fun classroom newspaper! Learn what your students did over the summer while encouraging creativity and collaboration.

BUS RIDE GAME
The start of the school year brings on all types of emotions for students. Lighten up your classroom with this exciting bus ride game.

CLASSROOM CHANT
What better way to contain the energy than a classroom chant created by the students. Great for meeting times and even field trips!

NEW! EARLY LEARNING
Everything you know and love about Early World of Learning has been enhanced! Join us for an in-depth look at key features, as well as practical ways to integrate this resource into your classroom, library, and beyond.

HOW DO ANIMALS LAUGH?
Our editors answer YOUR questions about prehistoric times, wild animals, the human body, and more in our new Answer Me This, World Book print series!